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 The DOSS family is the world's first to develop such quality. This high quality Bluetooth speaker is characterized by DOSS' unique sound quality and design, with a greater sense of appearance, well-lit appearance, and elegant soft-touch appearance. It has a stylish shape and a high sound pressure. It features the sound of the world's first to create such quality, thanks to DOSS' research and
development. It is a device that best suits the office, living room, car, and even outdoor spaces. Even in the world's best sound quality, it is unlikely to lose the sense of touch and color and has great beauty. It has DOSS' unique sound quality and technology. Use it anywhere. It has a large, large and high-quality speaker, a powerful amplifier, and long cable. DOSS ASIMOM speakers are designed to
provide a big sound with great quality and enjoy a sense of touch with. DOSS ASIMOM is an active speaker system. The quality and sense of touch are different depending on the distance of the speaker. For example, a short distance and a high sound pressure will enhance the sound of the speaker. The high-quality speaker uses a high-quality amplifier. The powerful amplifier is able to drive the

speaker even if the volume is low. Long cable: The DOSS ASIMOM is equipped with a long cable. That is, it is easy to install it anywhere. It is easy to install the speaker in the car or at the office. It is also easy to install it in the room. ■ Various specifications PAS-50: The PAS-50 is a wireless Bluetooth speaker that has an easy, instant pairing function with up to 30 devices. It is easy to connect a lot
of devices with the PAS-50. Bluetooth-HD: The Bluetooth-HD is a Bluetooth wireless speaker with high-quality sound and a large speaker. The Bluetooth-HD has a powerful amplifier and long cables. ■ Functionalities ○ Simultaneous pairing○ Easy connection○ Easy pairing with other devices○ Environment-friendly○ Loud and long sound○ Stylish appearance○ Elegant and soft touch○ Various

voice functions ○ Support for connecting 15 devices simultaneously (Bluetooth v4.1) ○ Support for connecting 15 devices simultaneously (Bluetooth v4.1) ○ Receive calls through voice prompts (Bluetooth v4.1) ○ Receive calls through voice prompts (Bluetooth v4.1) � 520fdb1ae7
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